NAVIGATION (TRAVELING I-65 NORTH)

DIRECTIONS:
(I-65 North is accessible from I-265 and I-264)

1. Take I-65 North (toward Indianapolis) to Exit 133 at University Boulevard.
2. Turn left at first traffic light onto University Boulevard.
3. Turn right at second traffic light (S. Floyd Street).
4. Continue through two traffic lights and enter roundabout.
5. Exit roundabout at third right onto E. Brandeis Avenue.
7. Take a left at fourth traffic light (Fourth Street).
8. Continue straight and through two lights.
9. Turn right at third light into the Billy Minardi parking lot and drive behind Billy Minardi Hall.
**DIRECTIONS:**

(I-65 South is accessible from I-71 and I-64)

1. Take I-65 South (toward Nashville), to Exit 135 at St. Catherine West.
2. Veer to the right when exiting 65 onto St. Catherine West.
3. Make left at the fourth traffic light (Fourth Street).
4. Continue through seven traffic lights (seventh being Cardinal Blvd. light).
5. Continue on Fourth Street through two traffic lights.
6. Turn right at third traffic light into the Billy Minardi parking lot and drive behind Billy Minardi Hall.